Abstract-A refined shell theory has been developed for the analysis of isotropic, orthotropic and anisotropic fibre-reinforced laminated composite and sandwich shells. This theory is based on a higher-order displacement model and the three-dimensional Hooke's laws for shell material, giving rise to a more realistic representation of the cross-sectional deformation. The superparametric shell element with four-noded linear eight/nine-noded quadratic and twelve/sixteen-noded cubic, serendipity/ Lagrangian shape functions can be employed. In addition to the present higher-order shear deformation shell theory (HOST), a first-order shear deformation shell theory (FOST), following Reissner-Mindlin plate's formulation, is developed and the results are compared with the closed-form solutions (CFS). The parametric effects of the finite element mesh, radius-to-arc length ratio, arc length-to-thickness ratio, lamination scheme, Gaussian integration rule, and material anisotropy on the response of the laminated composite shells are investigated. Results are tabulated to provide an easy means for future comparisons by other investigators.
INTRODUCTION
The evolution of the technology of structural materials has been governed by the search for higher strength-to-weight ratios, lower costs, ease of fabrication and better durability. The development of the aeroplane with its peculiar requirement of structures which needed to be strong but light and flexible but tough brought into being a new breed of hybrid structural materials called fibre-reinforced composites. The increased use of composites for high performance design applications necessitates the need for a more realistic prediction of the response characteristics of composite material structures. Due to low shear modulus relative to in-plane Young's modulus, transverse shear deformation effects are more pronounced in composite laminates. Thus, reliable prediction of the response characteristics of high modulus composites requires the use of shear deformable theories.
Several theories to analyse shells have been put forward in which the effects of shear deformation have been taken into account [l-7] . An exposition of various shell theories is available in [8] . Although the above mentioned shear deformation theories yield acceptable solutions, they are found to be inadequate to predict the accurate response characteristics of anisotropic composite-sandwich shells. The analysis of such problems requires the use of refined theories [9- 
FINITE ELEMENT DISCRETIZATION
The following sections present the development of a refined theory with the general shell element.
Geometric definition of the element
Elements with a higher degree of interpolation on the coordinates than on the displacements are called, in general, superparametric elements. In the present formulation, three types of coordinates are employed: nodal coordinates (V, , V2, V3), local coordinates (x', y', I') and global coordinates (x, y, z). A typical quadrilateral shell element is considered. The external faces of the element are curved, while the sections across the thickness are generated by straight lines. The boundaries of the element are defined by nondimensional coordinates 5, q = f 1 and z' = f t/2. The coordinates of any point (<, q, z') can be expressed as
with J* = J-i, the following relations are used subsequently in which NN denotes the number of nodes in an element, N, is the shape function of ith node of the four-noded bi-linear or eight-noded serendipity/ninenoded Langrangian quadrilateral element, (xi, yi, zi) are the midsurface global coordinates of the ith nodal point which is computed by taking the average of top and bottom coordinates. Vector Vgi is defined by input data, and is presumed to span the thickness and be normal to the midsurface. Vector V,i is of arbitary length and might also be defined by input data so that is coincides with a principal direction of an orthotropic material. Or, V,i could be defined by the program itself as the cross product V,, = V3i x f or V,, = V,i x i, where 1 and i are unit vectors in x-and y-directions. The vector Vzi is perpendicular to the plane defined by V,i and Vii.
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HIGHER-ORDER DISPLACEMENT MODEL
The local coordinate set (x', y', z') is a Cartesian coordinate system defined at the sampling points wherein stresses and strains are to be calculated. At any point (5, n) on the midsurface, an orthogonal set of local coordinate axes (x', y', z') are constructed. 2' is the normal unit vector and 2' and 9' are tangent to the midsurface. If Ve and 8, be unit vectors along {-and q-directions, respectively, then
The element displacements are completely defined by the midsurface nodal degrees of freedom uir ui and wi in the x, y and z global coordinate directions, and by rotations /Ii, xi and yi about Vu, Vzi and Vji axes, respectively; /I:, a f' and y: are the corresponding higher-order degrees of freedom. Vectors Vii, V2i, V3i are mutually perpendicular. The displacements at any point (5, q, z') can be expressed in terms of the nodal displacements as where
The element coordinate definition given by the relation (1) has more degrees of freedom than the definition of the displacements. The element is therefore of the superparametric kind. The displacements (ui, vi, w,), (ai, Pi, yi), (a:, fir, Y:) and (u', u', w'),
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(OX., f?,., 0,) (t?,*., Or, 0;) in the nodal and local coordinate systems, respectively, can be expressed in terms of global coordinate system by using expressions (3a) and (3b), respectively. In order to define the material directions for anisotropic structures in relation to the local system of axes in a consistent manner, a definition similar to that of the V,,-direction is adopted here.
The direction cosine matrices pi and c', which relate the transformations between the nodal and global, and local and global coordinate system, respectively, are given by, where 1, m, n represent direction cosines. These individual transformation matrices are orthogonal.
In the present model, the Jacobian relates the area integral in the x', y'-coordinates to that in the 5, qcoordinates, which is given by Since the strain-displacement matrix B and the rigidity matrix D are being obtained in local coordinates, the same matrices are used for the computation of element stiffness matrix. Here the transformation is derived based on the concept that during any virtual displacement, the resulting increment in strain energy density must be the same regardless of the coordinate system in which it is computed. The relationship between the strains at any point within a laminate and the corresponding deformations are the functions of the assumed displacement field. In Co finite element, the continuum displacement vector within the element is discretized such that &=FN& (6) ;::::
in which 6, is the generalized displacement vector
ELEMENT STIFFNESS MATRIX
corresponding to the ith node of an element. The generalized strain vector E' at any point within an element in the local coordinate system can be expressed by the following relationships where the superscript T denotes the matrix transpose, T'is the transformation matrix and C and Q are used here to denote the reduced stiffness matrix and m = 6,5; I = 6,s.
transformed reduced stiffness matrix, and all the above matrices are given in [lb] . The stress-strain In the above relations, L defines the Lth layer, n is relations in x'y'coordinates can be written as the number of layers in a laminate, and
H,=$(h:-h:,,), k=l,2,3,4,5.
(8k)
The constitutive relations involving inplane forces, bending moments and shear forces are defined as By knowing the B matrix and D matrix, the follows: element stiffness matrix K is calculated by using the Fibre-reinforced composite shell elements 385
Arc length, a = b = 32.0 cm, RI = R, = R = varying. Intensity of UDL, q = 1 N/cm'. Face sheets (Graphite/epoxy prepreg system) E, = 1.308 x 10' N/cm2, E, = 1.06 x lo6 N/cm2 G12 = G13 = 6.0 x lo5 N/cm*, G2) = 3.9 x 10' N/crn2, The load is applied on shell midsurface. It should be noted that unixial and biaxial symmetry exist only in isotropic and cross-ply composite shells, hence quarter of the shell is discretized for cross-ply laminates and full structure is invariably discretized for angle-ply and combination of cross-ply and angle-ply laminated shells. The following boundary conditions were used: simply supported: In order to investigate the numerical convergence and accuracy of the behaviour of the composite-sandwich shell, a simply supported spherical shell of quarter size is analysed with a uniformly distributed load (UDL) using Data 1. The stacking sequence is 0°/90"/0"/90"/core/900/Oo/900/Oo, and the thickness of each stiff layer is 0.05h and core is 0.6h. Ratios of radius-to-arc length and arc length-to-thickness are varied. The different Gauss point integration rules are listed in Table 1. Table 2 presents the centre deflection (w x 10m5) in centimetres of thick and thin shells with four-, eight-and nine-node quadrilateral shell elements, for different meshes 1 x 1, 2 x 2 and 3 x 3, using the reduced integration for eight-and ninenode elements and selective integration for four-node elements. Table 3 shows the centre transverse deflection (w x 10m5) in centimetres for different Gaussian integration rules, namely reduced, selective and full, with the discretisation of quarter shell by 2 x 2 mesh. From these results it follows that the centre deflection varies rapidly, with the ratio R/a, for deep shells (i.e. for large ratios of a/h) than for shallow shells (i.e. for small ratios of a/h). The behaviour of eight-node serendipity and nine-node Lagrangian elements are almost same. Since the convergence is achieved in 2 x 2 mesh only, the nine-node element with reduced integration and 2 x 2 mesh are employed in the following examples. It should be noted that, if the radius of the curvature is more, i.e. for R/a < 1.0, further refinement of mesh size is required. Due to limitation of space those results are not presented.
In order to validate the present theory and element, a problem for which the analytical solution exists is solved. The problem consists of a simply supported composite spherical shell (with Data 2) subjected to a UDL. Table 4 contains the centre transverse deflection (w x 102) for various ratios of radius-to-arc length and for two values of side-to-thickness. A comparison of the present HOST and FOST results with the CFS [7] is made. The results of the present finite element FOST with the CFS are in good agreement with each other but results of the present HOST differ slightly particularly for thick shells. This is due to warping of the cross-section, which is accounted for in HOST.
To show the effectiveness of the present HOST, a clamped composite-sandwich spherical shell with RI  2X2  2x2  2x2  2x2  nine-noded  SI  3x3  3x3  2x2  3x3  elements  FI  3x3  3x3  3x3  3x3   Four-noded  RI  IX1  1X1  1X1  1x1  element  SI  2x2  2x2  1x1  2x2  FI  2x2  2x2  2x2  2x2 RI, reduced integration: SI, selective integration, FI, full integration. 3  04487  04463  04548  04478  04453  04534  04390  04195  01478  100  5  11079  10993  11019  11049  10962  10956  10659  10118  01876  10  26239  26101  25616  26135  25995  25395  25523  24189  02112  10M  46745  46123  45156  4649 1  46470  44375  47129  44773  02204 Nine-node Eight-node Four-node RI, reduced integration; SI, selective integration; FI, full integration.
Data 1 and stacking sequence as 0"/45"/core/60"/90" centre transverse deflection (w x 10m4) in for different ratios table, it is seen that, maximum difference between shells (a/h = 100). This is due to a realistic representation of the cross-sectional deformation and consideration of the complete stress-strain law in the present HOST.
CONCLUSIONS
The evaluations using the present higher-order shear deformable shell theory (HOST) show considerable warping of the transverse cross-section for composite-sandwich shells. This true behaviour is not possible to model with a first-order shear deformation theory (FOST). The refined theory with a Co continuous finite element model presented here is essential for reliable analyses of fibre-reinforced orthotropic and anisotropic composite and sandwich shell structures. In contrast to the classical shear deformation theories, the present HOST does not require a shear correction coefficient, owing to more realistic representation of the cross-sectional deformation and consideration of the complete threedimensional Hooke's law. Further, the finite element formulation presented here has enhanced the practical applicability of such a theoretical development. 
